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Profile

Though based out of Kuwait, we carry a deep understanding of the GCC region and 

are gearing up to expand our footprint. Collaborative in approach, we offer excellent 

service to both employers and overseas job seekers based on precise planning and 

articulated needs. Thus, we act as a bridge between aspirations, which has helped us 

build trust and a long-term relationship with all stakeholders, thereby ensuring our 

longevity. We have worked with some of the most prominent business houses, and 

our experience and insight across business verticals mean that we can handle any 

recruitment challenge with elan.

Divan ltd is a leading organization and pioneer in overseas recruitment and human 

capital consulting in Kuwait. With over 35 years of experience in this domain, we bring 

unmatched know-how, reliability and reputation to our activities and are one of the 

oldest licensed service providers in Kuwait in this domain. We are capable of helping  

organizations navigate recruitment complexities with our world-class solutions and 

can deliver value in any capacity, right from professionals and skilled personnel like 

doctors and nurses to ordinary roles requiring unskilled personnel. We specialize in 

recruiting these resources from countries like Sri Lanka, India, Bangladesh and 

Nepal. All resources supplied by us are highly trained, motivated and committed to 

helping employers achieve business value. Our unmatched domain expertise means 

that we not only vet resources and ensure a best-fit solution but also ensure that all 

legal and medical formalities (including vaccinations) are completed correctly.
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Our Strengths

One of the oldest licensed overseas

recruitment consultants in Kuwait.

Ability to meet recruitment challenges of

any number or complexity within agreed

limits of time and budget.

35 years of domain expertise

Accountable operations, transparent

and ethical approach to operations

Ability to understand the all-round

needs of clients and bring a 360⁰

approach to solutions

Deep and reliable talent pool,

excellent infrastructure and support

Constant innovation, a culture of

improvement and customer 

service excellence
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For Recruitment of Specialized Technical Labour

لتوظیف العمالة الفنیة المتخصصة
A Rakan & Maziya  Group Company


